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nation, a partisan figure and a uniting and heciling presence. Royalism, as i

use the term, however, refers to a cultural disposition that ascribes Tuaginal

qualities to the office of the presidency. Like a monarch, the modem

president—far more than his nineteenth-century predecessor—nystically
embodies and r^resents the nation. His speech is oracular, hig bocfy sacred,
his power personal. Qualities generally ascribed to him include benevolence,
onnipotence, cmmiscience, and moral purity. Americans look to him to provide
them with security and to affirm their fundamental virtue as a pecple.5

What I wish to suggest in this essay is that the "royalist" character of

the modem presidency is the result of its acjtive participation in the

dialectic of (ir) rationality characteristic of c^italism in its advanced,
incorporated stage of develcpnent. Liberal theoretical ^^proaches—so often
attuned to politics simply at the level of interest and ejqjedience—have

foundered in attempts to conprdiend the twentieth-century presidency
they cling to the assumption that politics in the "modem" world is essen

tially, and (following Weber) increasingly, a "rational", instrumental, and
goal-oriented enterprise.6 By focusing, in particular, on the importance of
the transition to a consunption-based ecOToiy, I aim to relocate ir

rationality so that it is proximate, not marginal, to vhat one mi^t the

hyperrationali'ty of the science-based corporate order.^

How does royalism manifest itself within the framework of this corporate
order? As a result of the magnification of his institutional and personal

authority, the president has come to inhabit the popular imagination as the

hig^ priest of democracy.8 According to Iheodore Lowi, in his own, quite
critical, assessment of this development, the modem presidency must be ap
preciated as "an office of tremendous personal power drawn from the people
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At the same time, other devel^znents within the pr>i eooncny—-par

ticularly those related to the rise of a mass market and an ethic of consmrp-

tion—dramatically transformed the strxictural features of the relationship

between the president and the American people. In this century, the presiden

cy has itself been drawn into the national culture, and it has to

es^ress many of the ailtural paradoxes of our age.^® Presidential effec

tiveness has increasingly dep&i6ed vpan the ability to establi^ a r^jport
directly with the American people. As Walter Dean Bumham

development, "very shortly after 1900—clearly Theodore Roosevelt's presiden

cy and his unprecedented landslide victory of 1904 represent the turning

point—the presidency assumed the independently visible, 'charismatic', and

'focusing' role in the national political system with which we eae fam-ii

today.

A number of the factors that help to account for this second trend—

inclixiing the disintegration of previously significant distinctions between

public and private realms, the near-total collapse of the party system and of

meaningful and stable party loyalties, and the new inportance of rhetoric and

images for creating and sustaining politiced sipport—^are thenselves linked

to the institutional transformation of the presid^icy. However, the protean

gualities of the institution, and of the men vdio have inhabited it,

the degree to vhich the presidency now also exists as a simulacrum of the

restless, endless multiplication of desires vpxm vhich the modem econcny and
culture of consumption itself depends. In the age of the mass market, the

presidency itself has became a coramodil^, packaged by experts and r!ongnii|i|Q/^ ijy
the public.^ ihe incorporation of America therefore provides us with a rich
symbolic referent, one that is adeguate not merely as a description of the
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and the Hayes-Tilden ccnprcsnise of 1877 (brokered by Ihcnias Soott, the

president of the Pennsylvania Railroad) signalled the emergence of an

integrated national, ia±)an, and industrial eoonaiy.^^ During the last third

of the nineteenth century, a regional division of labor developed, organized

to meet the demands of the most technologically advanced industrial sectors,

located almost exclusively in the Northeast.^ As numerous authors have

stressed, ••modernization" linked regions and subcultures vithin

that reinforced inequality, ihe economic developnent of the urban, industrial

Northeast d^>ended the colonization and the structural underdevelopnent
of much of rural America and of the South as an entire region.16 as Trachten-

berg describes this process, ••Ihe countryside found a place fashioned for it

within the uiban system: it became an inpoverished zone, a market coloiy, a
che^ source of food, labor, and certain raw materials. Its fUncticai was

Pi^scisely to remain a backwater, to remain d^endent. ••1'̂

during the Gilded Age also produced an angry and

alienated labor force. Dramatic changes in relationships within the work

place, as capitalists incorporated new technologies into the work process and

received a seemingly endless flow of immigrants from preindustrial and alien

cultures, rapidly reduced the skilled crafts to routinized forms of wage

labor. Ihe survival of non-industrial subcultures under t-h-ig intense strain

nourished a collective will among workers to resist subjugation to the

impersonal and degrading demands of industrial society.18 ihe equally
determined will of industrial capitalists to repress worker militancy
reflected the arrogance of an ascendant class, ethnocentrism, and the

fiercely competitive business environment of the Gilded Age. Ihe intensity of
class conflict between the Civil War and Wbrld Warl has not been approached
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®political vehicle for incorporation by insulating industrial and
financial elites frcm the turbulence engaxJered by cultural criticism and or^

ganized political conflict. Realignment and demobilization both d^iended upon
"broad popular acc^itance ... of the industrial-corporate path to econcanic

develcpsnent." IXiring the early years of the twentieth century, the <-r<nsensus

in America about the inevitability and the desirability of incorporation was

"overvhelxdng". Of course, this really only indicated the degree to \^ch

fundamental issues about the character of industrial Cc4)italism no longer

provided the focus for organized ddaate and struggle. They had receded,
Burhham suggests, "below the level of explicit Q-migr-imigriojgjq, n23

The Populist Critique of Tncomnratinn

It is at this subterranean level of consciousness that I would like to

e}q}lore the relationship between incorporation, presidential power, and

democratic culture. According to Bumham, national political integration

facilitated "the transition to a mass consumption econcmy and the liquidation
of older -island comraunities'" that had resisted incorporation and challei^ed
both its inevitability and desirability.24 Pc^julism r^resents the most or

ganized, sustained and widespread movement of protest originating frcan within

these island comraunities, one that also retains significance as the expres
sion of an authentic and indigenous tradition of American radicalism. Tb a

great extent, the system of 1896 existed not merely to mate America safe for

consuraption, but precisely to prevent the resurgence of a movement of

protest such as that vhich swept across the southern and western states in

the early 1890s.25
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essentially were mounting a rearguard defense of very traditional valxies,

^propriate to the fre^old farmer, but virtually irrelevairt to the new

industrial c^italist order—should not obscure the power of their insists
into the nature and destiny of this new order. As the Populists well knew,
the legal fiction of the corporation r^resented an ad^tation to the rtgrnaiTHg

of an increasingly integrated national market. In medieval and early modem

Europe, artificial corporations that possessed legal status and ri^ts had

often ejqaressed transcendent ideals, embodied and rendered immanent within a

coraraunal context. Even the economic monopolies chartered ty monarchs attached

clearly defined duties to legal privilege. In contrast, the nineteenth-

century American corporation, vhich served purely private ends, es^ressed

secular and liberal ideals embedded within the Constitution itself: of formal

equality, of r^resentation, of limited participaticai as an acconnodaticai to

scale, and of instrumental rationality and efficiency.

Populists assailed these ideals as a screen that concealed both the

underlying dynamics and the inner meaning of incorporation. Generally, th^

understood the corporation to be an unnatural, artificial, mechanical—and

hence also political—instrument of class rule. And there is no doubt that

incorporation involved the attenpt to reconstitute the meaning of formo

as order and authority, so that they more closely conformed to emerging

organizaticffial iitperatives such as efficiency and scale. However, the desire

to consolidate, integrate, and control production that so cjbsessed industrial

titans such as Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford also suggests the need to

reconsider our understanding of corporate prcperty as a "possession", as a
tool or instrument of the "plutocracy". For it remained entirely unclear, in
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deparbnent stares as the external source of identity and status, and even of

freedom, may well have been fleeting.37 still, there is little doubt that its

premise more secaxcely bound those with disposable income (along with

vAio merely a^ired to have disposable income) to the existing order.

As anotiier, far more political, alternative to the vision of perpetual

struggle and conflict advanced by ^ologists for the i^iritual and material

immiseration of the age. Populists offered the enduring vision of the

cxxperative Christian cxmmonwecilth.38 in so doing, they challenged not sinply
the tenets of Social Darwinism, but the ethics of consumer culture itself.

Pcpilists closely linked consunption to the degradation of national

and to the illegitimacy of the dominant political culture. For Itm Vfetson,

speaking in terms that were perhaps more premonitory than descriptive,

parallels bebieen presidential and royal authority reveed.ed the extent to

vhich politics had deger^rated from the republican irfAaig of the founders

into a modem form of feudalism. "Having become an eitpire in territory, and
in wealth, and in power, we se^ to become an enpire in outward appearance,
in the di^lay of armies and navies, in the geegaws of rcyal ceremonial and

observances, and in the maintenance of splendid embassies at foreign c^i-
tals." Anew corporate aristocracy had arisen, "a more brutal and godless and

r^cious nobility than ever rode ... over the peasantry of feudal Europe."
And the president, vhile only a man "vhom our masters, the corporations, have

set up over us," now commanded "the servile attentions, the abject flat

teries, and the degrading prostrations of the court circle. "39

However bombastic his language may seem to us a century later, Watson

was not simply a "calamity howler"."^0 His description of the relationship

between power and consumption came tantalizingly close to a characterization
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tte cxjno^ of self-government. One even encounters this set of beliefs among
Progressives during the early phases of the movement. Richard Ely, for

instance, a professor at the XMiversity of Wisconsin and a founder of the

American Economic Association in 1885, did not believe the claims of science

contravened those of religicxi, and he proclaimed the need for "a great

religious awalcening which shall shake things, going down into the depths of
men's lives and modi^ing their character. Ihis religious reform must infuse

a religious ^irit into every d^artment of politiceil life."^^

By way of contrast, the corporate order consolidated within the ftame-

work of the System of 1896 eiqiressed the inperialism of a "secular, techni

cal, urban society," within vhich such ideas about the relationship between
moral selfhood and politics were largely irrelevant. As Cu^iing Strxxit has

noted, the election of 1896 marked a watershed in American politics. In the

aftermath, "a new note would enter in the reformers' campaigns, reflecting
the professionalization of middle-class life and the new secular fascination

with scientific method and administraUve techniques. Men who called themsel

ves progressives after the turn of the century wtxiLd rrat need to rely on

religious traditions and vocabularies but could seek sustenance in the

development of social science. "45 In their belief that the important ques
tions facing government were essentially enpirical. Progressives would locate
the source of conflict and crisis not in corruption, but in deficient insist
and intelligence, and they would seek to shift the basis of reform from

issues of ethics, conscience, and principle to those of technique, reason,
and e3pertise.45

Contrast the lineaments of the old, "traditional" culture to those of

the new, and the depth of the gulf between them becomes clear, those conmited
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derived frcm tlieiir belief tliat no luored. or inner solution existed to the

cxisis that mi^t revive democracy.'̂ ® In many respects they had even dis

tanced themselves frcm history, vdiich they read less as a mystically H<arijgg

oollocation of events than as an abstract series of effects subject to

manipulation by the efficient ^plication of e^rcpriate causes.

While si^jerficially inclusive, the new order actually excluded those,
still quite substantial, portions of the population that resisted acocramoda-

tion to its modernizing impulses. It split c^italism between large and canaii

business enterprises, labor between the organized and the unorganized, and

Protestantism between modernists and fundamentalists. It exploited sectional

divisions, divided farmers from workers, vMtes from blacks, and immigrants

from the native-bom. It gathered the educated professional r!i aggog--y>a-r>- .

ticularly social scientists, engineers, and lawyers—loosely within its

folds, and left those it excluded noticeably more inarticulate, and hence

isolated and divided amongst themselves.

Ihe administrative state and the institutional presidency developed in

response to crises of authori"^, stability, and legitimacy generated by these

patterns of integration, subordination, and exclusion. There is no doubt that

Progressive reformers meant the administrative state to act as an autoncmous

zone of government, free frcm private interference or influence, and respon

sible for regulation and oversi^t of workplace and market •ijggnog on

of a "national" or "public" interest that transcended class, ethnic, and

racial cleavages. In Progressive justifications for the concentration of

power at the national level—for the creation of a professional civil

service, ind^jendent commissions of neutral, fact-gathering "es^jerts", and a
presidency unencumbered by ties to party or Congress—it is not at all
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reform nationalism of Theodore Roosevelt. In the end, however, the sig

nificance of Roosevelt's ocnonitment to endcwing popular government "with

larger powers, more positive responsibilities, and a better faith in human

existence" d^jended far more ipon its "fit" with the new political and

economic realities of the twentieth century. Evidence for the democratic

faith of Roosevelt laltimately rested with his willingness to entrust men "of

special abililg^, training, and eminaice" with power.pQj. others, as

Walter Weyl, the "new democracy" d^iended vpon coordinaticai and efficiency of

government "on a far hi^ier plane" than had previously obtained in national

political life.^ The Progressive commitment to democracy was, in fact,
something of a charade, linked much more closely to an idaaT of efficient,

concentrated, and responsible state power than to a vision of popular self*®

government and participation that premised inclusi^ to grci:ps potentially

threatening to the existing order.55 m this sense, the forms of

Isi^ysly conformed to the substantive interests of its dominant ele

ments. 55

And so, on the one hand. Progressive advocates for enhanced executive

authority acted i^n the belief that only admininstration and regulation of

the econoiy ty experts could protect the public interest from the destructive

effects of concentrated ecra^mic power. At the same time. Progressives

accepted, and even cel^rated, the fundamental outlines of the new industrial

c^italist order. Their belief that the "successful conduct of both pihi
and private business is becoming more and more a matter of expert administra

tion, vhich demands similar methods and is confronted the solution of

similar problems" indicates the extent to vdiich the reconstitution of piblic
power siitply mirrored the underlying transformation of the grmig] and
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business less unbusinesslike, to strengthen and purify its organization, and

to cxown its duties with dutifulness."®0

2. Gcnsuming the Presidency: Desire and Rjuer

m the previous section of this essay, I focused on Progressive efforts

to concentrate executive power within bureaucratic forms unsullied by

control or influence. These forms, I suggested, both mimicked and sought to

advance the rational organization and administration of production within

integrated business enterprises. To this extent, the culture of incorporation
generally reinforced the rather traditional values of discipline and produc

tivity closely linked to capitalism in its proprietary-ocjipetitive sta^ of

development. Ikswever, the consolidation of corporate power within the frame

work of the System of 1896 bound the realms of production and consunption

more closely together. As the history of the autcamobile suggests, prxxJuction

within the n®/ corporate order actively d^)ended vpon nwgg consunption. Dis

cipline and r^ression served desire and impulse. From this bind, attenpts to
rationalize and systematize the political order could not esc^>e. Politics

itself rapidly adjusted to the culture of consunption. The presidency con
veniently served as the vehicle for this transition.

Cultural Modernism and the Presidency

The process of incorporation drew the presidency into the American

culture. It transformed the presidency into an object of consunption and

desire, and it did so in a manner that dissolved hi^ily articulated En-
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TracJiteriberg and Jackson lears, have discussed, in scmsuhat darker terms, the

<teoonstruction of the axitcaxraous self. Uiis revelation of the "deeply

underlying" enptiness of the soul they liiik to the spiritual poverty and

anonymity of the uriaan—industrial age, as well as to transformations in the

organizatioi and meaning of labor, a diminished sense of personal efficacy
and autoncny, and the ccnpensations offered by the emerg^ice of a culture of

cxansunpticn around the turn of the century.

Frcm one perspective, modernism actually derives frcm the culture of

consunption, in that this culture r^udiates the older ethic of production,

as well as the s^ise of history and of place vpon which the idea of a stable

individual identity d^)ended.®® As I suggested in the previous section of

this essay, nineteenth century protest movements had typically their -'

opposition ipon firmly Protestant commitmaTts to the moral autoncny and

inalienability of the self and to the link between conscience and character.

"In the interd^)endent urban marketplace," by way of contrast, "the ftrag-

mented self became a ccanmodity like any other, tjo be assembled and manipu

lated for private gain."®"' One no longer presented one's "objective" and

"real" self to the world. For this, strictly ^seaking, did not exist.

Instead, the self was re-present:ed by the external configuratd.on of poses and

styles that one mi^t adopt. In this century, politicians have esploited the

cecity of a "commodified" presidency to r^resent the self within a newly
structured "modernist" politics.®®

the relationship between cultural modernism and the presidency is

obviously laced with ambiguity. Ihe cult of presidential authority has

presipposed the disappearenoe of conventional boundaries vhich, in a prior

age, had effectively hemmed in the self, vhile simultaneously confirming its
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The President and tJie People — iTie Re-Presentatinn of the Self

The integration of presidential politics within a market framework

occurred at two levels. Systematic atteaipts to "package" and to "sell"

presidential candidates in terms of culturally meaningful images illustrate
the influence of marketing strategies in electoral politics. At a deeper and
more fundamental level, the market aOso transfonned the psychological

relation^p between the president and "his" people.

If monarchs and presidents have edways, in seme sense, been "consumed"

lay publics, it is only in this century that advanced marketing and

relations techniques—instruments of the rationalized, incorporated

eooncray—have enabled presidents to acquire celebrity status as ©f -

consunption. In the twentieth century, the rising influence of

consultants and handlers, most of vhom possess backgrounds in journalism,

public relaticais, and advertising, has correlated closely to the decline of

the party ^^stem. IhroiKhcut much of the nineteenth century, political

parties had provided an organized basis for mobilizing "armies" of voters, in

this century, canpaign officials, particularly the consultants and advisors

whose influence has r^laced that of party regulars, have increasingly
imagined politics to be an arena of desire, candidates thonselves have served
both as the means to satisfy popular wants, and, throu^ the ej5)ectations and

dreams they embody, as the focus of desire themselves. William Allen White's

reaction to the formation of the Bull Moose Party in 1912—"Roosevelt bit me
and I went mad" si^ests the hi^ level of esoziteanent, even passicmi,

presidential candidates could inspire. ^2 Recognizing this, consultants have

understood the voter to be less a soldier than a consumer, and less a
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revenue. Hie mocaem advertising industry developed as an adjunct to the mass-

circulation daily, and it, too, tended to view politics as something that caie

sells". Finally, most of the early consultants to political campaigns were

journalists acting as press agents for politicians.

.According to Kc^ert Westbrock, the Pcpulist defeat in 1896 and the con

solidation of the new corporate order within the framework of the System of

1896 "set the stage for the redefinition of politics as consumption."^^ tfliile

primarily rememibered as the election in vAiioh William MoKinley ran for the

presidency from his front porch in Canton, ^lio, the 1896 campaign was aigr>

the first one in vhich a charismatic candidate—William Jennings Bryan—

actively and directly wooed the support of voters. During this campaign,

Theodore Roosevelt opposed vhat he perceived to be the demagoguery of Bryan.

But in 1900, Roosevelt himself set endurance records in his efforts to reach

and to court all available voters.

The 1896 election also hi^ilic^ted the new importance of campaign con

tributions from large corporations, particularly for the Ri^jublican Party.

Sensing the organized influence that mi^t accompany their

businessmen argued for an appropriately business-like approach to political

campaigns. In particular, th^ advocated the "massive and sytematic" use of

the new techniques of mass advertisii^. In 1896, substantial contributions

from Jchn D. Rockefeller and J.P. Morgan, among others, funded Mark Hanna's

extraordinary organizational and publicizing efforts on behalf of McKinley,

vhich involved the distribution of 200 million pieces of campaign literature.

Hanna, Theodore Roosevelt declared, "has advertised McKinley as if he were a

patent medicine. In the 1904 campaign, John Morton Blum us, Roose

velt "advertised himself.
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aticn withcut refeienoe to the tuzbulent and vmreliable "will" of the

public.

Direct appeals to the people were partly an outcans of presidential

struggles with Congress. Both Roosevelt and Wilson <^*»r!iiTvyi to observe what

Roosevelt scornfully termed the "Buchanan-Taft" understanding of prT»g-iHarrt-iai

"narrowly legalistic view that the President is the servant of

Congress rather than of the people, and can do nothing ... unless the

Constitution e35)licitly coramands the action. wilson believed that the

president could only move the Congress according to his will by ^pealing to

an "aroused" public to apply the necessary pressure tpon their representa

tives.

As advocates of a stror^er presidency, Roosevelt and Wilson expressed,

the anti—formalist sentiments that more generally Progressive

thoucht.®® IftilikB their Whig forebears, they believed that politics rir>yw>-nTPi1
the proper means, not to disperse power, but to concentrate and channel it.

The "power and glory" of the presidency promised to lift politics beyond

"mere" administration and interest-based bargaining to a yet highai- plane

from vhidi acts of govement could be understood with reference to charis

matic leader^p, social transformation, and the realization of the general

will.

In this context, the Constitution itself——almost certainly the most

important expression of Enli^tenment thouc^it in American history—^appeared

to mai^ Progressives to be either defective or irrelevant. Wilson certainly

believed that an unduly scnpulous attention to Constitutional forms had

characterized the stu(ty of politics in America. Ihese forms, he argued, had

not really oorre^nded to the substance of politics since the election of
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According to Wilson, the visioneuy president cilone could transfigure the

nation and ther^ nake perfect an inchoate national ccmtnunity. Ihrou^ his

demonstrated ability to interpret, and thereby to articulate the yearnings of

an entire people, he could bring these yearnings to flesh. Leadership here

emerges as essentially a henneneutic endeavor, with the body of the nation as

text. Lincoln provixSed Wilson with the model of a president precisely Kar^ncia

he "understood and represented the thou^t of the whole people." m so doing,
he bound all together within a hi^ier and more perfect unicn, founded on

synpathy and love, instead of espedience and interest, ihig fervently Chris

tian understanding of national leadership dcminated Wilson's thou^t, at

times to an extraordinary degree. While it siperficially resenibles the

Populist notion of the cooperative Christian commonwealth, Wilson focused -

more directly i^xai the enabling role of the leader, withcait whom the parole

would reroaln fonnless and inarticulate.®®

Far more than Wilson, Roosevelt sirply addressed the need, within a

democraoy or any type of political system, to caicentrate power within

"responsible and accountable hands".^0 in his Autobioorarhv. he declared that

he "did not care a rap for the mere form and show of power; I ra-pafj immensely

for the use that could be made of the substance. To this extent, Roosevelt

elaborated iqxan and raidered ejplicit an enduring, if generally covert,

assumption within American political thought; that republican basical

ly express a vision, not of power dispersed, but of power relinquished.

Na/ Nationalism of Croly and Roosevelt largely constituted a Progressive

gloss on this vision. As Roosevelt himself put it in a letter to Henry Cabot

lodge, "I think the President should be a very strong man who uses without

hesitation every power that the position yields; but because of this very
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"spoke to his generation of ri^teousness and judgment to ocrne. [He] with

stood men because of their sins, and [he] dominated because of eloquence and

purity and personal force." Wilson here uses a powerful and suggestive

vocabulary. However, the paternal jvK^gments of the leader cannot by thensel-

ves provide adequate grounds for obedience. His jeremiadic thunder ultimately
must pass into the peaceful and gentle caHtag of the shepherd, of one able

to act "under the iitpilse of a profound synpathy with those vhom he leads.

Roosevelt, hy way of contrast, glorified only the martial, heroic, and
"hard" virtues—those of courage, energy, daring, and endurance—associated

with soldiers, wilderness hunters, and Indian filters. It was i-Hogo virtues

vhioh he regarded as preregtiisite for active leaderdiip in the world of

policy and affairs. Richard Slotkin has noted the ambivalence that infoms.

Roosevelt's nostalgic identification with the hunter-^iero. "Like the kni^t,
the hunter had pure ... motives. He lived outside the ca^ nexus, in a pre
capitalist Eden: yet he made the woods safe for bourgeois society by killing
or removing the Indians.... His myth was one of rederrptive sacrifice: he gave
his life ... for a society whose rewards he did not value, and whose manner

of earning break he despised. "97 Roosevelt, of course, also expressed

distaste for the in±an middle classes, vhom he regarded as mat-gT'iai

decadent, and effeminate, a "miracle of timid and ^rt-si^ted selfish
ness. "98 He certainly doubted their ability to participate fully and effec
tively in the great tasks of empire and ej?>ansion that defined the progress
of the nation. These tasks required the active and aggressive leadership of a
class and racially conscious elite, capable of mobilizing and hardening for
service the common herd of men.99
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sive intellectuals, and advertising executives. '•Hie therapeutic ethos,"

lears writes, "prcndsed to heal the wounds inflicted hy rationalization, to

release the cramped energies of a fretful bourgeoisie. "102

It was as if a system of dikes and levees had n:$itured. Where religion

had previously provided the middle term in the relationship between democracy

and authority, the ther^ieutic ethos new did so. However, the "self-realiza

tion" toward vMcii this ethos aimed required the of external

camndtments and obligations to private needs. Politics, no less than religion
or art, could not resist being drawn into this vortex. Hiose gptaoj fir'

qualities, sudi as rationality and affect, which had previously distinguished

the exercise of legitimate pcwer within public and private reeOms, overflowed

the boundaries of their respective domains and converged. Presidential

politics conflated public and private concerns. The president himself now

loaned large as the single person responsible for all aspects of existence.

Wilson observed that "the people stand reacty to overvbelm him by running to
him with every question, great and small. Hiey are as eager to have him

settle a literary question as a political; hear him as acquiescently with

regard to matters of special expert loicwledge as with regard to pnM jc af

fairs, and call \jpan him to quiet all troubles by personal intervention. "103

By 1900, Americans quite literally oonsumad the president. Ihey

his touch, and obtained it, at staged events such as the annual visit to the

White House on New Years Day, vhere any citizen who was "sober, washed, and
free of bodily advertising" oould shake his hand. 104 ^ii to

realize that th^ had assumed and enacted roles. It was certainly the case
that judgments upon Roosevelt himself often seemed to touch on the dramatic

and aesthetic quality of the impression he made, and of the fantasies he
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presidents as well as that of the demos, that pcesidents mi^t equally

consume a natim. To England's King George V, he spoke of himself as an

ea^Dodiment of the ^irit of the IMited States, and he believed his to be "a

sanple American heart." However, Wilson also ^he frequently of his own

Icmeliness and sense of isolation, of his cwn sense of being unmoored frcm

time and place. He possessed a great need to be loved by those vAican he

r^aresented and led. salvation," he wrote his first wife, "is in being
loved." xjpan his return fxxm Europe, he told the crcwd that welccaned him hnmo

of his loneliness. "[I]t warms iry heart," he said, "to see a great body of ny
fellow citizens again." At arrather time, he spoke of his need "to romo and

stand in the presence of a great body of ny fellow-citizens ... and drink ...

out of the caramon fountains with them." It is not an exaggeration to suggest
that, as president, he hoped thrcu^ the love of his people, to achieve gnmo

of peace or happiness that had otherwise hitn-HO

3. Gcndusicn: Of Presidents and Tfajpirvaec.

In 1983, shortly after their weddirg, England's Prince Charles and

Princess Diana visited the United States. Observii^ the adulatory crowds vho
greeted the royal couple, historian and then-Librarian of Congress Daniel

Boorstin mused, "What might the consequences have been if George Washington
hadn't refused the throne? we mi^t have this kind of thing every day in
America, a prince and princess roaming around making people happy?"Hl
According to George Will, Ronald Reagan actually did make the American people
happy during his years in offices, and in so doing he suoicessfully fulfilled
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natiional poli'tics has "0011© to share with other spheres of es^erienoe the

of fhe culture of consunption: passivity, atcanization, and
spectatorship. In this essay, I have looked back to the early years of

the twentieth century in order to to explain this develcpament. The transfor

mation of American political life, I have argued, has been largely driven

the need, within an corporate econcBEy, to forge new links between discipline

and desire. In this context, the magnification of presidential authority

advanced efforts to secure the allegiance of the pcpulati^ throu^ the

promise of abundance and happiness offered iy a culture of consumption.
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